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Dr. Ryan J. McCarty
rmccarty@Saddleback.edu

Office hours 8:30-9:00
12:00-12:30, 5:00-6:00

Introduction to Physical Geology
(GEOL 1)

“Physical Science”
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Γῆλoγία
Earth Study

Having to do with the material world

Physical Geology

Introduction to the study of the Earth within our material world

What is

Introduction to Physical Geology
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Materials break
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Materials break
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Materials bend
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Plan for the day:
1) Go over the most important project

2) Go over the outside project
3) Structural geology part 1

4) Midterm 6
5) More structural geology
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Reminders:

Google project is due today (October 2nd)

Reading this week: Ch 9: Crags Cracks and Crumples:
Geologic structures and mountain building

After tonight we have done 
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Scientific method

Question
Hypothesis
Experiment

Analysis
Conclusions

Share
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How do scientists share ideas?
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How do scientists share ideas?
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Much of the scientific research has been paid for by you!
(or your parents really)
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So if you ever want to read any of the research:

Arrrrgg.... I stole me some knowledge!!
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Scientists community in a consistent format

Part of learning about a science is
learning how they communicate with each other

Abstract (Summary)
Introduction

Methods
Results

Discussion
Conclusion (Implicaition)

References
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You will pick some geologic topic, concept, process, formation, mineral, rock,
environment, theory, etc, and argue why it is the most important aspect of geology.

THE MOST IMPORTANT GEOLOGY PROJECT

Will be using the scientific format to do this.

What class are we in?
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Your argument is far more important than any fancy writing. 
This is not an English class paper!

Spend your time on communicating your idea instead of on 
grammar, complex words, and style.

Think simple and clear.
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Summary: 3-7 sentences 

Introduction

Main facts and points

Discussion 
 

Implications

References
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Are outlines good or bad?
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Outlines are good!

You must have an outline at the end of each homework.

If you send me an outline before Nov 8th
I will give you feedback on your important project
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THE OUTSIDE GEOLOGY REPORT 

Your report will discuss something you found outside in the real world that is 
related to geology. First you will give some background to the area you were 

in when you found your geology (geologically speaking!), then you will describe 
what you found, and lastly you will hypothesize how your geology was formed.
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BE SAFE
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You must have drawings in the outside project
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Sandstone

Ocean environment near the coast

Sandstone

Pushed up by plate tectonics

(a) (b) (c)

Sandstone

Lava flowed across

Basalt

Sandstone

PCH
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1) I am not most Educators.
2) There is a problem with this.
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It’s called academic dishonesty.

“using the work of others and claiming it as your own”
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There are 7.4 B people on Earth…
there is a LOT of scientific information being generated every day.
In the old days, scientific fields were small, and research was not

published as often. Now a days scientists are often appraised by how 
many papers they have published.

In 2009, (quite a while ago) we passed the
50 Million scientific papers mark.

Each year around 2.5 to 3 Million papers are published
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Scientists do not have enough hours in the day
to keep up with all aspects of their field.

Encyclopedias, review articles, search engines, books, blogs, and many 
other places summarize important articles.

LOTS of work goes into making these sources.
They rephrase complex ideas, present information in new ways that 

helps understand them.

So; IF you use it, don’t be dishonest, cite them.
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But please don’t get into trouble!
(Knowledge always has a way of getting people into trouble)

Why are you here?

Transferring from Saddleback to a 4 year university.

Get a degree and change the world
(or make some hard cash).
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A big part of the education systems is doing what the
person in the front of the rooms says to.

If in your other classes a professor says
“no giving credit to Wikipedia”

I’ll explain what to do.
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“The only thing that interferes with my learning is my education”

-Albert Einstein
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Crystal clear? Clear as mud?


